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Title of the Bachelor thesis: 

Ethnolinguistic Vitality of the Bashkort Language

Abstract:

This bachelor thesis examines the problems that the Bashkort language faces in present-day 

Bashkortostan and estimates ethnolinguistic vitality of the Bashkort language. The Bashkort 

language vitality is estimated as vulnerable and it is topical to find the problematic moments 

and give solutions to revive and maintain the language. The research is based on Language 

Vitality Theory formulated by Giles, Bourhis and Taylor in 1977. To measure the subjective 

ethnolinguistic vitality I used Subjective Vitality Questionnaire created by Bourhis, Giles and 

Rosenthal, 1981. The research was held among 63 Bashkort respondents in Bashkortostan in 

February 2012. The results show that although the Bashkort people estimate Bashkort vitality 

lower than Russian vitality, the Bashkort are very proud of their history and culture and 

estimate these aspects much higher than the Russian’s. Thus potential for revitalization is exists 

and a lot will depend on correct policy and willingness of people to maintain Bashkort.

Key words:

Language Vitality Theory, objective vitality, subjective vitality, titular nationality
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Název bakalářské práce:

Etnolingvistická vitalita Baškirského jazyka

Abstrakt:

Bakalářská práce se zabývá problémy, které zažívá baškirština v dnešním Baškortostánu a 

hodnotí etnolingvistickou vitalitu baškirského jazyka. Vitalita baškirštiny je považována za 

nízkou a je aktuální najít problematická místa a navrhnout řešení oživení a zachování jazyka. Pro 

výzkum byla použita Teorie Jazykové Vitality, která byla formulována Gilesem, Bourhisem a 

Taylorem v roce 1977. Pro průzkum subjektivní etnolingvistické vitality byl použit dotazník 

subjektivní vitality vytvořený Bourhisem, Gilesem a Rosenthalem v 1981. Průzkum byl 

proveden mezi 63 baškirskými respondenty v republice Baškortostan v únoru 2012. Výsledky 

ukazují že přestože Baškirové oceňují vitalitu baškirštiny méně než vitalitu ruštiny, baškirové 

jsou hrdi na svou historii a kulturu a oceňují tyto aspekty více než u Ruské skupiny. To znamená, 

že potenciál pro revitalizaci existuje a hodně bude záležet na ochotě Baškirů zachránit rodný 

jazyk.

Klíčová slova:

Teorie jazykové vitality, subjektivní vitalita, objektivní vitalita, titulní národ
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Chapter One

Introduction

It is known nowadays that out of 6,000 languages 20 to 50 per cent already are or soon will be no 

longer spoken by children, Krauss calls them “moribund languages” and only 5 to 10 per cent are 

considered to be “safe”. The subject of language endangerment is not new and always evoked 

interest of linguists. Some people take it as a natural process and do not look at language death as 

a tragedy or catastrophe, while for others it is vital to preserve their native language. Fifty per 

cent of the minority languages of the former Soviet Union are considered to be endangered and 

this number arises to seventy per cent in terms of languages on the territory of nowadays Russian 

Federation, the Bashkort language is among them (Krauss, 1992, p. 5. According to UNESCO 

Interactive Atlas of the World’s Languages in Danger the Bashkort language vitality is estimated 

as “vulnerable”1. The situation of the Bashkort language in Bashkortostan can be most likely 

classified as gradual shift to the dominant language involving at least one bilingual generation. 

The main problems of nowadays Bashkort that I identified are incompetence of some speakers, 

lack of professional terminology, unstable national identity of Western regions of Bashkortostan, 

mixing Bashkort with Russian, ineffective purist tendencies, and passive bilingualism of younger 

generation. 

I evaluate ethnolinguistic vitality of the Bashkort language by applying the Language Vitality 

Theory formulated by Giles, Bourhis and Taylor in 1977, who describe vitality as the ability of 

certain ethnolinguistic group to behave as a distinctive collective entity in intergroup settings. 

According to them low vitality groups are more likely to go through linguistic assimilation and 

stop being considered as a distinctive ethnic group. On the contrary, high vitality groups are 

likely to maintain their language and distinctive cultural traits in multicultural settings (Giles H. 

B., 1977). According to Giles et al. vitality can be objective and subjective. Objective is when 

the state of the language depends on external factors, not on an individual. Those are political or 

economic status of the nation, historical background, the status of the language, whether the 

nation has its own territory, institutional support, and media. Subjective vitality is the personal 

perception of the vitality of the language by the individual who speaks it. Having analyzed both

                                                            
1 UNESCO Atlas of the World's Languages in Danger: Bashkir. Unesco.org [online]. May 2011 [cit. 2012-06-17]. 
Available in: http://www.unesco.org/culture/languages-atlas/index.php
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the objective vitality in combination with subjective vitality, I give more complete picture of the 

current situation of the Bashkort language. To measure the subjective ethnolinguistic vitality 

Bourhis, Giles and Rosenthal created the Subjective Vitality Questionnaire which was used in 

Bashkortostan by Kultay Yağmur and Sjaak Kroon from Tilburg University in 2003 (Yağmur & 

Kroon, 2003). I decided to use this questionnaire to find out if anything changed within past 9 

years. I translated the original questionnaire into Russian and adapted it to the Bashkort language 

situation. Yağmur and Kroon’s survey conclusions are different than mine. Their results show 

that Bashkort vitality is quite high and nearly equal to Russian vitality, while my results are 

different and show that vitality of Bashkort is lower than Russian vitality. 

The bachelor thesis consists of four chapters. In chapter one brief history of the nation and the 

language is given and then the relationship of Bashkort with two other big language groups in 

Bashkortostan, Russian and Tatar is described. Then I analyze Bashkort through the theory of 

endangered languages formulated by Campbell and Muntzel, 1989 (Campbell, 1989). I identify

what types of limitations Bashkort meets, what are the main language problems it has etc. 

In chapter two I explain what ethnolinguistic vitality means, when and who formulated it, where 

it has been applied previously. Then I come closer to the analysis of objective vitality factors 

which influence the Bashkort language. I look in detail at objective vitality and all its factors 

such as institutional support of the language, demographic and status factors. 

In chapter three I describe subjective vitality of Bashkort by means of a survey. In the end the 

most important factors influencing vitality of the Bashkort were chosen, which are: age, 

education and place of residence. At the beginning some hypotheses are made and then I check if 

my research confirms them or not. All the maps, tables, data of census, the questionnaire and 

results of the research, comparison tables can be found at the end of the work in Appendix. 

1.1 Brief history of the Bashkort and the Bashkort language

Before going deeply into the subject matter I will make an introduction to the Bashkort language. 

This will help to find Bashkort’s position among other Turkic languages and see how Bashkort 

from a dialect becomes an official language of the republic. 

Bashkort is the national language of the Bashkort people (Bashkort) living in an autonomous 

republic of Bashkortostan with the capital city Ufa. Geographic location of the republic is the 

crossroads between Europe and Asia, South Urals. The Bashkort language belongs to Altaic 
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language family, northwestern (Kypchak) branch of the Turkic languages. The first written 

documents talking about Bashkorts as a nation are from 9-10th century: travelogue of Ahmad Ibn 

Fadlan, an Arab diplomat and missionary; also works of Al-Masudi, Arab historian and 

geographer; notes of Abu Zajd al-Balkhi - Persian geographer and many other works of that 

time. According to what Ibn Fadlan wrote: “Bashkorts are Turks who live on southern slopes of 

the Ural Mountains and occupy vast territories down to the Volga River. Their south-west 

neighbors were Pechenegs, neighbors on the west were Bulgars and south neighbors - Oghuz 

Turks”. (Krachkovskij I.1939) They were mostly nomadic cattle breeders, hunters, bee keepers 

and blacksmiths. Some of the Bashkort tribes left their historical homeland in the 9th century 

together with Magjars, Ugric tribes, inhabitants of the Ural Mountains at that time. Together they 

reached interfluves of Don and Dnieper rivers and joined Magjar Tribes Confederation then,

some time later Kingdom of Hungary. Arab sources of that time call Magjars “Bashghirt” or 

“Badshgirt”. (Lewicki 1991: 1014)

In 1234 Bashkorts were conquered by Mongols. 13th and 14th century were under the Golden 

Horde; after the collapse of the Horde, Bashkort people were divided into 3 khanates (or 

darugas): Kazan Khanate, Nogai Horde and Khanate of Sibir. (Gumilev L, 1989) Consequences 

of the division into these 3 different khanates nowadays can be seen division into 3 considerably 

different dialects of Bashkort. In 1552 after the longue siege Kazan was defeated by the Russian 

tsar Ivan the Terrible and was joined to The Tsardom of Russia. Slowly the rest of the khanates, 
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where Bashkorts lived, joined the Tsardom- they had to do military service for the tsar and pay

tribute (jasak). (Gumilev L, 1989) Since Bashkortostan became part of Tsardom of Russia in the 

16th century Bashkort and Russian were in contact along with many other minority languages in 

Russia. Furthermore there occurred several uprisings against the Russian State most of which

resulted by the defeat of the Bashkorts. The Pugachev rebellion in 1773 also received strong 

support of the Bashkorts, who fought under their own leader Salawat Julaj2. 

Dating from the 13th century up to the beginning of the 20th century one literary standard 

language was used by Turkic nations of Kypchak group - Povolgski Turki (Johanson: Volga 

Turki). It served for literary and administrative functions and was used only by educated people. 

All the rest of the population spoke different dialects of Bashkort or Tatar (Johanson & Csato, 

1998, p. 283). When it comes to the writing system, gravestone epitaphs, tamga3 or writings on 

pottery of 8-10th centuries found on the territory of nowadays Bashkortostan were all written in 

Old Turkic alphabet which looked somewhat like runic inscriptions. That is why Vilhelm 

Thomsen, Danish linguist and Turkologist who deciphered the Old Turkic inscriptions called 

them “Turkic runes”. Then, after the Bashkorts were Islamized the Arab writing came to the 

place of Old Turkic alphabet. At the beginning of 20th century together with the Turkish National 

Movement the idea of Pan-Turkism emerged. Turkic intellectuals of the Russian Empire wanted 

to unify all Turkic nations culturally and politically. The leader of the Bashkort movement was 

Zeki Velidi Togan who was in contact with Mustafa Kemal Atatürk and the Latin alphabet came 

to usage in Bashkortostan the same year as in Turkey, in 1928. It was considered that Latin 

alphabet better corresponded with the Turkic phonetic system than Arab alphabet where you 

could not show rich vowel system of the Turkic languages. But the Latin alphabet was used for 

the Bashkort language only till 1938. When the Soviet language planning policy decided to make 

the country homogeneous, modified Cyrillic alphabet was accepted and it is used till now. 

(Yuldashev, 1997, p. 207) Nowadays Bashkort alphabet contains 9 more modified letters than 

the Russian alphabet. 

                                                            
2 Salawat Julaj – national hero of the Bashkort people, leader of the rebellion against Russian Empire, was 
captured, sent to the prison tortured and later killed. The statue of Salawat Yulaj on a horse is symbol of Ufa. Many 
things are named after the name of the hero including a hockey club, town in Bashkortostan, avenue in Ufa and 
Republic’s State Prize. 
3

Tamga – “stamp, seal” used by Eastern Eurasian nomadic peoples, normally it is an emblem of a particular tribe, 
clan or family.
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BASSR (Bashkort Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic) was created in 1919 and it was the 

first autonomous republic within Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic and its new 

constitution was taken in 1925 which declared Bashkort as an official language of the republic 

along with Russian and it was allowed to be taught in schools. (Garipova, 2009, p. 6) Until then 

Povolgski Turki was used for literary and administrative matters, now as Bashkort language has 

gained official language status it needed to be properly codified and be unified for all Bashkorts.

1.2 Bashkort and Russian

In 16th century Bashkorts joined the Tsardom of Russia so for more than six thousand years 

Russian and Bashkort were in contact. All Bashkort shezeres 4 , all the agreements with 

neighboring nations, letters and literary works were written in Povolzski Turki. Russian state 

accepted Povolzski Turki as an official writing language at that time (Wertheim, 2003). Within 

XVI-XVIII centuries the Russian loanwords appeared in Baskort. Those were mostly business 

and trade related words, for example: dagavur - agreement, zavod – plant, kupec - so mostly 

business related strata, which showed the main sphere of contact of these two nations. At the 

beginning Russian and Bashkort had stable diglossia which means that the two languages 

coexisted and were used for different purposes in Bashkortostan, Russian for trading and 

Bashkort in every day communication. In the 20th century due to the efforts of Soviet authorities 

to make a homogeneous society the language situation changes towards encroaching diglossia 

when one language dominates another and often the result of it is complete language shift

(Wertheim, 2003, p. 21). 

Nowadays many minority nations in the Russian Federation try to solve the problem of 

preservation of their native languages. All former Soviet Union countries whether they are 

independent or still within the Russian Federation are bilingual and we may say bicultural. The 

Russian speaking civilization appeared as a result of a great social project of the Soviet Union 

called “братство народов” (brotherhood of nations). The aim of the project was to unite such a 

diverse community of the country. This was the way to solve all problems that could have 

occurred because of language, national and religious differences in a multicultural environment. 

According to the data of 2002 census nearly 97 per cent of the whole population of the Republic 

of Bashkortostan speaks Russian; and only 21 per cent speaks Bashkort. Among them nearly 70 

                                                            
4 Shezere – genealogical tree of the family (The Concise Oxford Turkish Dictionary, Alderson and Iz,1971)
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per cent of the Bashkort noted that they speak their native language (Viz. appendix A). The study 

on regional identity was made in many regions of the Russian Federation and 40% of the 

population of Bashkortostan answered to the question What do you consider as homeland? that

they consider Russia as a homeland; and 35% view the republic of Bashkortostan being their 

homeland; which shows the detachment of the republic’s citizens within the Russian Federation 

space. Another interesting question was your willingness to fight for the country in case of war:

40% of the population answered they are ready to fight both for Russia and Bashkortostan 

whereas 5% answered they were going to fight only for Bashkortostan. (Gabdrafikov I., 2005, p. 

116) All this data show double identity of the people of Bashkortostan and their self-

identification with both of the cultures: Russian and Bashkort.

1.2.1 Soviet language planning

The most noticeable changes in Bashkort language occurred in 20th century owing to the Soviet 

language planning. According to Kirkwood there are two types of language planning: 

instrumental and sociolinguistic. The instrumental approach to language planning regards 

language as a tool which can be perfected to fulfill certain functions, carry out certain tasks, that 

some languages are more efficient when it comes to efficiency, economy, beauty and so on. The 

sociolinguistic approach is different, the main concept of it that all languages are equal and have 

equal potential for development. In its early stages soviet planning was sociolinguistic, national 

languages were promoted, first grammars were written, Lenin’s policy was “no priority over any 

language” and all languages had an equal status.  But over the time the approach became more 

instrumental (Kirkwood, 1989, p. 2). And the promotion of Russian as a language and the 

process of Russification5 began. (Kirkwood, 1989)

The Soviet Language Planning can be divided into 3 main stages: the first period – all the 

languages of the USSR were accepted as equal (from 1920s to late 1950s); second period- severe 

assimilation of minority languages (late 1950s to 1980s); and the last – disintegration period 

(from 1980s to perestroika times). (Yağmur & Kroon, 2003, p. 320)

First period is characterized by development of minority languages of the Soviet Union. In 1921 

the Bashkort language along with Russian was announced as an official language of the Bashkort

                                                            
5 Russification – Soviet Union language politics, adoption of the Russian language and culture by non-Russian 
nations.
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Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic. Since then proper study and codification of the language 

started. Descriptive grammars, dictionaries, rules of spelling and pronunciation were written; this 

period is also known as period of graphisation - provision of the languages with a writing system 

based on Cyrillic alphabet. (Kirkwood, 1989, p. 4) Some of those languages did not have any 

writing system previously; some of them, like Bashkort were changed from Arab or Latin 

alphabet to Cyrillic. 

Emergence of the Bashkort philology as a science owes to a famous Russian turkologist and 

Bashkort language specialist Nikolaj Dmitriev. In 1928-1929 he made a linguistic-folklore 

expedition sponsored by Academy of Science of USSR and gathered a lot of material on 

Bashkort folklore, ethnography and dialectology. In 1948 Dmitriev wrote the first grammar of 

the Bashkort language. Dmitriev’s work was continued by his student and the follower Jalil 

Kijekbajev, a linguist of Bashkort origin. The first Bashkort linguistic conference was held on 

1921 where linguists discussed adoption of a new writing system based on Cyrillic alphabet and 

they decided to take Eastern dialect of the Bashkort language as a literary or standard form. In 

1940 in the second Bashkort linguistic conference mostly dialectological problems were 

discussed.6 According to current classification of dialect system of Bashkort, linguists single out 

3 main dialects of the language: Eastern (Kuvakan) - east, south-east, north-east regions of the

republic plus Cheljabinsk Oblast and Kurgan Oblast; Western (Borjan) and Southern (Yurmaty).

(Yuldashev, 1997, p. 206) As I mentioned earlier borders of these dialects coincide with the 

borders of 3 khanates into which Bashkorts were divided historically: Kazan, Nogai and Sibir 

khanates. Western part of the republic which used to belong to the Kazan khanate (nowadays

mostly territory of the Republic of Tatarstan) spoke Borjan dialect which has a lot of traits of the 

Tatar language. That is why it was resolved to take Eastern (Kuvakan) dialect of the Bashkort as 

a standard form because it was further from the Tatar and could not be endangered by it.

(Wertheim, 2003) Later in 1981 an improved and complemented grammar of the Bashkort

language was written by Yuldashev. First complete Bashkort-Russian dictionaries were 

published in 1950s. People who were born before this period attended Bashkort schools and 

mostly use their native language in everyday conversation. 

                                                            
6 BIKANACHEVA, R. Kijekbajev - osnovopolognik sovremennoj shkoly bashkirskogo jazykoznanija. Vatandash 
magazine [online]. 2011 [cit. 2012-06-17]. Available in: http://vatandash.ru/pdf/10.2011.pdf
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The second period of the Soviet language planning is from late 1950 to1980s and it is defined by 

assimilation of minority nations and their languages. This period is also called Russification

period. In multi ethnic regions such as Altai, Bashkortostan, Tatarstan boarding schools were 

implemented; orphans or children from poor families, children from villages were sent to those 

schools. Russian became lingua franca for them and the whole education was only in Russian.

(Yağmur & Kroon, 2003, p. 322) Soviet policy makers considered education as the main tool to 

spread its ideology. Bashkort was limited to secondary schools and some periodicals and books 

were published in it, but most of the existing teaching materials were in Russian. (Garipova, 

2009, p. 8) Also the Russian language was used in state institutions and business as it was more 

prestigious than languages of the minority. The ultimate goal of these schools and institutions 

was to create a generation with new ideology and sense of belongingness to the “Soviet nation” 

without linguistic, cultural or ethnic divisions. Under the Soviet system of ethno-federalism,

republican-level educational institutions, including republican affiliates of the Russian Academy

of Sciences (RAN), were subject to strict centralization to both the Communist Party and the

Soviet state. Academicians working in the republican branches of the RAN were subject to

Communist Party control over their choice of subject matter and their final projects. In

accordance with the policy of 'national in form, socialist in content', the curriculum of the general

education systems of the Russian national republics was determined in Moscow and was

identical to that of all other educational institutions in the Soviet Union. The situation in the 

republic was that people did not need to know their native language to find a job; native 

languages of the minorities were limited to kitchen language 7 and had no professional 

terminology. Russian was promoted as lingua franca for heterogeneous Soviet Union and 

became obligatory at schools.  Emphasizing national and language differences were taken as 

creating ethnic conflicts within the state and people were accused in nationalism. In 60s Bashkort

language as subject was optional in secondary schools.  In 70s more than 1100 Bashkort schools 

were turned to Russian ones, national language was stopped to be taught in most schools. (Arinin 

A., 1989) Knowing Russian meant that the child could enter the university, had a good job and 

easily adapted to city life. Extreme Russification has continued till the late 1980. People were not 

able to study their native language, practice their religion, customs and traditions which 

increased discontent of people. (Korostelev A., 2005)

                                                            
7

Kitchen language is a lay term for a conversation in the household, typical for bilingual children, heritage 
language learners (Pavlenko & Malt, 2011)
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In 1980s-1990s the third period of Soviet language planning began; Bashkort linguists started to 

talk about danger of disappearance of the language, about taking measures to save the language 

and promote national values. This period is characterized by the attempts to revive the national 

language. Nearly all the population of the Soviet Union was bilingual by that time. Nevertheless 

there has been toning down of the Russification policy during Brezhnev times. Under glasnost’

the losses by the national languages are made public and a movement to revive them became 

stronger; the drawbacks of “harmonious bilingualism” have been exposed. Some of the nations 

had to send their children to national schools as their children could not understand or speak their 

native languages. There were Georgian demonstrations to preserve Georgian in the Georgian 

language provision in the new constitution; Baltic language protests for teaching native 

languages in schools and many national movements arose that time. That is why in the end of 

1980s glorification of the Russian language was toned down and Soviet government changed its 

policy (Kirkwood, 1989, p. 58). 

Soviet language planning was constantly developing and changing its strategy depending on the 

ruler of the country and his policy. That is why we cannot strictly define the planning as positive 

or negative process. Among positive aspects that Soviet language planning is eradication of 

illiteracy. Many people were educated and taught to read and write while before they did not 

have possibilities of studying. Other positive moments are creating alphabets for those languages 

which did not have writing system at that time; proper study of folklore, history and proper 

codification of languages at the beginning of the language policy. Among negatives we may call 

gradual shift of minority languages into Russian. Another thing is absence of professional 

terminology in Bashkort, as all the high school education is in Russian and people do not need to 

create and learn terminology in Bashkort and that is the reason that in business, manufacturing, 

all spheres of social and cultural life especially in the cities the Russian language dominates over 

Bashkort.  

1.3 Bashkort and Tatar

Tatar is the second outnumbering language in Bashkortostan after Russian and it also influences 

Bashkort a lot. Bashkort and Tatar people are culturally and linguistically two very close nations; 

they have the same religion, festivals, dishes, customs and common history. The languages are so 

close that we talk about semicommunication between these languages. Historically these nations 
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are neighbors and in many regions of the republic they mix up and live together, sometimes 

people refer to someone as to a Tatar-Bashkort when they do not know how to differ them. From 

1917 to 1922 there were attempts of making one homogenous Tatar-Bashkort republic, which 

would have name Idel-Ural StateMost of the leaders of the Tatar national movement (Galimzian 

Ibragimov, Mirsait Sultangaliev) supported this idea. (Gabdrafikov I., 2005, p. 91).  But 

relatively young and still evolving Bashkort national movement with its leader Zeki Velidi 

Togan was against this project. They assumed that outnumbering Tatars could take dominant 

position in the society and politics (ibid.). 

It can be argued that the process of self-identification of Bashkort and the establishment of the 

Standard Bashkort language has not finished yet. That is why so many ambiguities appear when 

it comes to identification. There are continuous arguments among Bashkorts what the “real” 

Bashkort should look like and which dialect of the Bashkort is the “right” one. For example 

nowadays Bashkort policy promotes Eastern Bashkort dialect as a standard form because it is the 

furthest from the Tatar language. In the 1920s almost half of all Bashkort (46 per cent) spoke 

Tatar and later they developed Tatar identity; it led to the rise of Tatar in the region. In 1989 

censor showed that Bashkorts made up 22 per cent of the whole population of the republic while 

Tatars accounted for 29 per cent making Bashkorts third minority nation in their own republic. 

Again it can be explained by western Bashkorts once being part of the Kazan khanate. Problem 

of north-western regions of Bashkortostan is an unstable self-identification of the population 

which fluctuates from Bashkort identity to Tatar. For example many of those who were Bashkort

in census prior to 1989, later were written as Tatars (Korostelev A., 2005, p. 103). That is why 

Bashkort government took measures to “restore” previous Bashkort self-identification of north-

western regions of the republic. In 2002 just before the forthcoming census, the director of the 

history, language and the literature department of Ufa Center of RAN (The Russian Academy of 

Science) underlined the danger of disappearance of the Bashkort nation and the language and put 

a task of “reclaiming the number of Bashkorts and making it closer to the number during census 

1979” (ibid.). In 2002 Bashkort population increase constituted 123% (Korostelev A., 2005, p.

31). It meant that in 2002 Bashkort made up 30 per cent (second place) of the whole population

of the republic, shifting Tatar to the third place (24 per cent); Russian remained in the first place

(36 per cent) as before. The last census which was in 2010 showed that 25 per cent of the whole 

population of Bashkortostan are Tatars (28 per cent Bashkorts and 36 per cent Russians) (Viz, 
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appendix A). So there are nearly as much Tatars as Bashkorts in the republic; but 34 per cent of 

the population declared that they speak Tatar and only 21% speaks Bashkort. It makes Tatar the 

second popular language in Bashkortostan after Russian and shows that most likely some 

Bashkort speak Tatar. There were many debates on the problem of north-western regions; if they 

speak variant of Bashkort or variant of the Tatar language. In the end the special expert group 

from Bashkortostan declared that it is dialect of the Bashkort language. 8 The question of 

fluctuating national identity of specific regions persists till nowadays which complicates 

relationship between Tatarstan and Bashkortostan. Tatarstan takes it as an infringement of Tatar 

interests and Tatar nationalists living in Bashkortostan continuously demand on recognition of 

Tatar as the third official language in the republic. Self-identification and language instability of 

north-western regions of the republic is another problem of the Bashkort language.

1.4 Bashkort national movement

Long suppression and decline of a national language often leads to rise of nationalist feelings and 

action and this was the case of the former Soviet Union republics: many informal nationalist 

organizations arose around language issues and the laws on languages were taken to protect 

languages of titular9 nationalities. First nationalist movements in Bashkortostan appeared during 

glasnost era. The first nationalist movement organization Bashkort National Center Ural was 

founded in 1989 as a cultural institute (Yalçın, 2005, p. 106). The movement mostly 

concentrated on upgrading ethnofederal status of Bashkortostan and on Tatar and Russian 

demographic dominance over the titular nation of the republic, rather than independence of 

Bashkortostan from Moscow. Further Bashkort national movement radicalized and independence 

was openly proclaimed as a mayor goal at the third congress of the Bashkort National Center in 

December 1991 (ibid.). Furthermore the movement has also declared creation of an alternative 

national legislature, the national congress which represented interests of the indigenous 

population of the republic. Nearly at the same time in 1990 the Union of Bashkort Youth 

(Bashkort Yeshter Ittifagi) was established. On their web pages they define their goals as: to help 

                                                            
8

SHUMILOVA, Marina. Rashit Shakurov: bashkirskije dialektologi vypolnili svoj moralnij dolg pered bashkirami 

severo-zapadnogo regiona: Rashit Shakurov: Bashkort dialectologists have fulfilled their duty. 

BASHINFORM. Bashinform informacionnoje agentstvo[online]. 2010 [cit. 2012-06-17]. Available in: 

http://www.bashinform.ru/news/303303/

9
Titular ethnic group - the national community in whose name sovereign state was proclaimed
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to revive and develop the Bashkort nation, cultural consolidation of all Bashkort, popularization 

of the culture among the youth. As far as I learnt from the news and know from my personal 

contact with the members of the union, they held different festivals for young people, different 

competitions for example Bashkort Youth Days or Miss Bashkortostan contest. 10 At the 

interview about Bashkort Youth Days I asked one of the leaders of the Union about what 

language is used during the festivals, he told they do not put language limitation but most of the 

campaigns are held in Bashkort11. This is one of their ways to unite Bashkort youth and promote 

national values. 

Due to the demographic characteristics where Bashkort are the minority the national movements 

lacks support of the population. That is why Bashkort leadership chose not to emphasize ethnic 

background; instead they are promoting the idea of economic sovereignty and territorial 

independence. At the same time as Bashkort held important positions in the government 

institutions; they work on implementing ethnic revival program, expanding teaching of the 

Bashkort language and supporting Bashkort culture. 

1.5 Bashkort in framework of endangered language theory

Fifty per cent of the minority languages of the former Soviet Union are considered to be 

endangered and this number arises to seventy per cent when we talk about languages on the 

territory of nowadays Russian Federation. (Krauss, 1992, p. 5) According to census 2002 there 

are approximately one million speakers of Bashkort. Unfortunately the number of speakers is no 

guarantee of language health. According to UNESCO Interactive Atlas of the World’s 

Languages in Danger the Bashkort language vitality was estimated as “vulnerable”12. Campbell 

and Muntzel coming from their experience of working with different endangered languages 

defined a basic typology of language death situations and their characteristics: 1) sudden death –

                                                            
10 Bashkortostan respublikahinin bashkort yeshtere ittifagi: Union of Bashkort Youth of republic of 
Bashkortostan. Sojuz Bashkirskoj Molodegi official web page [online]. 2012 [cit. 2012-06-17]. Available in: 
http://sbmrb.com/index.php?dn=info&pa=about

11 Zaripova, Lilia. This year Bashkort Youth Days will be held in Bajmak: Bashkort Yeshtere Kondere Bijil Bajmakta 

Utesek [online]. 2011. RFE/RL [cit. 2012-06-17]. Available on: 

http://www.azatliq.org/content/article/24278785.html

12 UNESCO Atlas of the World's Languages in Danger: Bashkir. Unesco.org [online]. May 2011 [cit. 2012-06-17]. 
Available in: http://www.unesco.org/culture/languages-atlas/index.php
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case when the language disappears suddenly because its speakers are killed or suddenly die 

(Tasmanian for example); 2) radical death – language disappears due to severe political 

repression of the speakers or genocide. People stop talking the language out of self-defense, 

survival strategy (languages of El Salvador); 3) gradual death – the loss of the language due to 

gradual shift to the dominant language in a language contact situations. These situations have 

intermediate stage of bilingualism, most of the times younger generation is more proficient in the 

dominant language. (Gaelic in Scotland); 4) Bottom-to-top death – when the language remains 

only in rituals, religious ceremonies (Mayan languages in South Mexico). (Campbell, 1989, p. 

181) In accordance with this classification the Bashkort language in Bashkortostan can be most 

likely classified as the third type of the language death classification: gradual shift to the 

dominant language involving at least one bilingual generation. From what I know being a native 

speaker of Bashkort the problems of the language are code-mixing between Russian with 

Bashkort, lack of professional terminology and passive bilingualism, when the person 

understands Bashkort but speaks only Russian. And this has tendency to be more frequent in the 

cities and towns. 

When the republic was declared sovereign under the leadership of scientist of Academy of 

Science Uraksin a state program called “Revival and the development of the Bashkort Nation” 

was developed. The program was a set of measures to develop the national culture, language, 

customs and traditions of the Bashkort nation. (Garipova, 2009, p. 27) The problems of Bashkort

that were distinguished: discrepancy between nationality and the native language (problem of 

Western regions of Bashkortostan); being minority in their own republic; not effective teaching 

system; and unwillingness of parents to teach native language to their children. Factors that 

influence those processes are industrialization, urbanization, migration, stratification and 

political suppression. The prestige of the language does not depend merely on the official status 

of the language; for example Bashkort is an official language of the republic and has local 

governmental support but it does not make more prestigious than Russian. Nearly all Bashkort 

speak Russian; 97 per cent of the population (census 2002) noted they know Russian (Viz 

Appendix A)
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1.5.1 Code-mixing 

In conditions of Bashkort-Russian bilingualism, code-mixing is one of the main problems, in 

which some lexico-grammatical gaps in Bashkort are fulfilled with Russian words. This leads to 

incompetence in Bashkort and endangers the language purity. Mostly code-mixing is an aspect of 

young speakers, especially in the cities and some believe that code-switching speakers are 

incapable of speaking in Bashkort without recourse to Russian. Whether it is true or not, that way 

of speaking is highly stigmatized by elder generation of Bashkort. When I was at the Bashkort 

philology faculty of the Bashkort State Pedagogical University I found an article on the faculty 

board devoted to the problem of mixing Bashkort with Russian. Here is an extract from it: 

“Probably you have noticed that it is typical for our nation to speak mixed language. This is 

vulgar way of speaking. You can hear it not only in the streets but even on the radio, television, 

from respected and well-educated people. It is necessary for an educated person to speak pure 

language whether it is Russian or Bashkort. It is disrespectful towards a language” (my 

translation, appendix B). It is common to hear nowadays such word combinations: zvonit item – I 

am calling (Rus telephone+Bashk.making); pomogat item – I am helping (Rus.help+ Bashk 

making); semja bahete - family happiness (Rus.family + Bashk. happiness); bolnicaga baram  - I 

am going to the hospital (Rus. hospital+Bashk. I am going) (Abdullina, 2010, p. 60).

As Garipova writes many people say that “people constantly switch to Russian in conversation 

because there are not enough words in their own language to express all their feelings and 

thoughts, which means they find their own language poor. The truth is that not the language 

which is poor but the vocabulary of that person”. (my translation of Garipova, 2009, p. 18) The 

danger of low language competence is that it may lead to complete language shift. This situation 

is typical for most of the republics within the Russian Federation: Tatarstan, Chuvashija etc.

(Wertheim, 2003).

1.5.2 Mistakes in Bashkort

Another interesting thing that I noticed at the Bashkort philology faculty board was an 

announcement of a competition “Find the mistakes and explain them” which took place in 

December 2012 among the students of the university. Here is the announcement itself “ The one 

who found the most amount of mistakes on the city billboards and took pictures of those and 
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brought them to us, won a good prize. The winner is Guzelije Gilmetdinova, and she gets a 

memory stick as a prize. Well done, Guzelije! We thank you for being attentive and bringing 

biggest amount of pictures to us. The second part of the contest is that you should find and 

explain the mistakes on pictures on “The Bashkort language service” desk. The winner will be 

announced in February. The person who gives the right explanation will gain a present again. Do 

not stay aside, come, take part and win!” (my translation) The picture of an announcement can be 

viewed on appendix C. This is an example of that the competence of some Bashkort speakers is 

very low and mistakes are common. 

There is also an interesting article in Bashkort named Sibaj kalahinda azik-tulek kaptarinda 

bashkortsa tekstin bireleshe which is translated as Use of the Bashkort language on the food 

packages in Sibaj13. First the author of the article tells that at last you can see names and 

ingredients in Bashkort on some food packages but she complains about frequent mistakes when 

the text is translated from Russian into Bashkort. At the end she appeals to food producers to pay 

attention to the translation into Bashkort and that “our language depends on every single 

individual” (Soleymanova, 2010, p. 245). This is an example of the problems that occur when 

people try to adopt the language to a more professional and official level. Most of the 

professionals use Russian at work and in case they need to use Bashkort, they have to translate

from Russian instead of writing in Bashkort.

1.5.3 Passive bilingualism

When it comes to the situation in urban areas of Bashkortostan another common problem is 

passive bilingualism, when the person understands the language but has little or no command in 

it. It is common for the children whose parents moved to the cities. The first generation speaks 

Bashkort in the family, the second generation which has been born in the city can speak little 

Bashkort or be a passive speakers, understanding Bashkort because they hear it from childhood 

from their parents, or spending summer holidays in the villages at their grandparents. Those who 

were born in the city went to kindergarten then to school where everyone spoke Russian. So the 

only place they could hear Bashkort was in the family at home. With the second generation born 

in the cities it is common to hear that parents speak Bashkort to them but the children answer 

                                                            
13 Sibaj is a city in the South-East of Bashkortostan.
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exclusively in Russian. Consequently the third generation speaks only Russian (Abdullina, 

2010). In the villages the situation is better and children speak mainly their native languages. 

1.5.4 Loanwords 

In the course of interaction many Russian words were adopted to the Bashkort language. Most of 

the political, scientific, professional terminology which does not exist in Bashkort is just 

replaced by Russian words. Faziljanov talking about Tatar, which is in nearly the  

same state as Bashkort, points out that many words people label as Russian are actually

from Latin (e.g., orator, dokument, etika, emigrant ), Greek (e.g., tema, genotsid), and French

(e.g., remont). Additionally, Faziljanov finds the suggested replacements to be archaic and

inappropriate, and questions whether their use is “better” or “cleaner.” Faziljanov’s opinion

is that archaic Arabic loanwords are “incomprehensible,” and although he concedes that “after

being repeated sufficiently often in the press, words like ik’tisad [economics], medenijat 

[culture], firka [group], seyesi [political], mokharrir [editor] and other words have become

almost customary,” he believes that “it will be a good long time before they really enter the

spoken language”.  A lot of people are unaware that those words are not Russian. (Faziljanov, 

1997, p. 3) Often Russian nouns used in political and cultural topics are replaced in press by their 

Arabic equivalents: for example words like khakimijat ‘ruling power’ or seyeset ‘politics’, 

ijtimagi ‘social’ and many more (Uraksin, 2005). Interestingly it is fact that if those who are for 

language purification try to find another equivalent for example for politika (politics) then he 

will have to use Arab loan word iktisad or come up with neologisms. 

The problem of saving Bashkort language is very topical at the moment; the names of the articles 

about Bashkort language may show its importance: Tiugan telde haklap kalir osen (Bashk. To 

save the mother tongue)14; Esh uzebezzen tora (Bashk. Everything depends on us)15; Spasite 

Bashkirskij! (Rus. Save the Bashkort language!)16; Nuzno li znat svoj rodnoj jazyk? (Rus. Should 

                                                            
14 JAPPAROVA, Zilja. Tiugan telde haklap kalir oson: To save the mother tongue. VATANDASH 

MAGAZINE. Vatandash.ru [online]. [cit. 2012-06-17]. Available in: http://vatandash.ru/pics/pdf/747.pdf

15 KHADZIN, Vekil. Esh uzebezzen tora: Everything depends on us. VATANDASH 

MAGAZINE. Vatandash.ru [online]. [cit. 2012-06-17]. Available in: http://vatandash.ru/pics/pdf/748.pdf

16 Spasite Bashkirskij!: Save the Bashkort language!. Strmama.ru.forum [online]. [cit. 2012-06-17]. Available in: 

http://strmama.ru/forum/thread298-1.html
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we speak our native language?)17; Uroven’ sohranenija Bashkirskogo jazyka v Saratovskoj

oblasti (Rus. The level of preservation of Bashkort in Saratov region). (my translation)

                                                            
17 (Murashkinceva, 2010, p. 188)
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Chapter two

Theory of Ethnolinguistic vitality. Objective vitality

By the end of 1980s one of the main problems facing autonomous republics of the Soviet Union 

was decline of their native languages. By that time the Russian language replaced many

languages of titular nationalities, especially in urban areas. Russian was used in public, at work,

at schools and sometimes even at home. Most of the former Soviet republics and majority of 

autonomous republics undertook language revival programs after gaining independence or 

sovereignty (Gorenburg, 2005, p. 77). During his visit in Ufa 6th August 1990 the first president 

of the Russian Federation Boris Yeltsin declared: “You can take as much sovereignty as you can 

handle (“swallow” in the original text)” (Mlechin, 2007, p. 30).  After the collapse of the Soviet 

Union when Bashkort cultural and political elites had more power they united in their desire to 

stop the decline of the Bashkort language status. The republican leaders started to take measures 

in reviving the culture, history and the language; making the study of the language in secondary 

schools as mandatory and promoting usage of the Bashkort in public sphere through radio and 

television. As Garipova writes, it is important to take measures on revitalization of the Bashkort 

language particularly in Bashkortostan as it is the only place where it belongs to and it is 

important to work on language vitality for the Bashkort themselves (Garipova, 2009).

Ethnolinguistic vitality theory was suggested by Giles, Bourhis and Taylor in 1977. Vitality is

the ability of certain ethnolinguistic groups to behave as distinctive collective entity in intergroup 

settings. Ethnolinguistic vitality theory is a social psychological approach to the relationship 

between language and identity. Low vitality groups are most likely to go through linguistic 

assimilation and would, in the end, not be considered a distinctive collective group. (Giles H. B., 

1977) In contrast, high vitality groups are likely to maintain their language and distinctive 

cultural traits in multicultural settings. Giles et al. distinguish objective and subjective 

ethnolinguistic vitality. According to them objective vitality depends on three classes of factors 

which are a) status, b) demography and c) institutional support factors. These are factors which 

do not depend on an individual speaker and controlled either by government or come naturally. 

Further in this work an Objective Vitality Theory will be applied to the current Bashkort 

language and each factor will be examined in detail. 
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2.1 Status factors

Status variables are those which pertain to a speech community’s economic wealth, its social

status, socio-historical prestige and the status of the language used by its speakers. Supposedly

the more status a linguistic community recognized to have on those dimensions, the more vitality

it could be said to possess as a collective entity (Bourhis, Giles, & Rozenthal, 1981, p. 146). All

factors as economic status, social status of the speech community, socio-historical consequences,

and the official status of the language may influence the status factor. It is important for a

language if country where it is spoken independent or dependent on another country. In case with

Bashkortostan it is part of Russian for more than 6 hundred years which of course is reflected on

the language.    

On 11 October 1990, the Republic of Bashkortostan declared itself as a sovereign, democratic

state and was granted its own constitution and power to elect its own executive head. The signing

of treaty-type agreements with the Russian Federation by the republic in 1994 has been portrayed

as further legitimation of their claims to be sovereign states, despite the fact that neither

agreement specifically refers to their sovereign status. But later a new constitution of the Russian

Federation was proposed where the word “sovereign” was omitted when referring to the

republics. Also the republics were critical towards power of the Russian President over them,

which gave him the right to displace Bashkort president or declare state of emergency, to appoint

the key government officials, and to dissolve Bashkort parliament (Yalçın, 2005). The first

president of Bashkortostan Rakhimov was elected by population of Bashkortostan in 1993. The

last president of Bashkortostan Rustem Khamitov was not elected but appointed by Moscow,

which is against the constitution of Bashkortostan.

2.1.1 Law on languages in Bashkortostan

According to the constitution of the Republic of Bashkortostan there are two official languages 

in the republic which are Bashkort and Russian: Bashkort as the native language of the nation of 

the Republic of Bashkortostan and the Russian as an official language of the Russian Federation.  

It was also proclaimed that the government should provide free teaching of these languages

(Verchovniy Sovet RB, 2011, p. article 54).  Just before the republic was declared sovereign

Bashkort poet Mustay Karim told that the future president should know the native language of 

the republic “to have feeling of national identity, to be able to be good president for the Bashkort 
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people. Knowledge of the language of people he governs shows respect towards them”

(Garipova, 2009). According to the constitution of the republic of Bashkortostan president 

should know both official languages of the republic 18 (article 86), but nowadays president 

Rustem Khamitov, who was not elected by the people of Bashkortostan recognizes Bashkort as 

his native language but he has never been heard speaking it, unlike the previous president 

Murtaza Rakhimov, elected by the people (Garipova, 2009, p. 38).

After the law on the languages of the peoples of the Republic of Bashkortostan and the 

governmental program on Language protection, study and development were adopted by the 

Parliament of the republic, the Bashkort department of the Russian Academy of Science 

published a book of collection of laws on languages. The law on languages of the republic of 

Bashkortostan was adopted in 1999.  Also every year the government allocates means for 

program of protection, study and development of the languages of Bashkortostan. The second 

chapter of the law says that the citizens of the republic have right for secondary education in 

their native language. Secondary schools have right to choose if Bashkort is going to be taught or 

not; but most of the schools have it as a compulsory subject. Then it is on parents if they give 

their child to the school with compulsory Bashkort or different school. Russian is compulsory for 

all secondary, professional schools and universities (Khisamitdinova, Sufyanova, & Vakhitova, 

2006, p. 20). So after the secondary school people stop learning Bashkort unless they decide to 

do Bashkort philology or journalism. All the paperwork of the Bashkort government and local 

authorities should be done in Russian as well as all the ballots for the elections. Official 

correspondence between government institutions of the republic should be in Russian too

(Chapter 4; article 15). According to the Standard regulations on road sign execution all road 

signs, names of the places, institution signs, street names should be in both languages (Standard 

regulations on road signs, Chapter 3)19. There are strict limitations on the position of each 

language: on the top or left-hand side is the Bashkort text; on the bottom or on the right-hand 

side is the Russian text; all the letters in both languages should be the same size and color; 

nothing can be highlighted (Chapter 4, article 14)20. The law was taken by the former president 

of Bashkortostan Murtaza Rakhimov in February 1999. Prior to that most of the signs were in 

Russian. Since the law was taken all the signs have been changed to two language ones. Every 4 

                                                            
18 (Constitution of the Republic of Bashkortostan, 2011 ed.)
19

(Khisamitdinova F., 2006)
20 Ibid.
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years the Bashkort Government writes a new program on protection, study and development of 

the languages of the peoples of Bashkortostan. We can see implementation of these laws from 

the linguistic landscape, boards with names of the places can be seen in the picture, Bashkort 

writing is on the top and Russian is on the bottom.

Picture 1: Name of the village Ithris, February 2012

It is also interesting to note that all the names of the official buildings, companies, shops are 

written according to the law in both languages but all the announcements and all the 

advertisements are exclusively in Russian.

Picture 2: office building in Ufa
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Here is a picture of an office building in Ufa. The names of the organizations are given in both 

languages, Bashkort on the right and Russian on the left; everything is according to the law. 

However all advertisements around those plates are only in Russian. It is an example that law 

works but for drawing attention of customers Russian is preferred language.

Picture 3: shopping center in Ufa, 2012

Here is a picture of a shopping center in Ufa, where only the name of the center and a plate with 

opening hours are in Bashkort, again law is not violated. Things such as “sale”, “solarium”, 

“exclusive shoes and accessories”, “for rent” are given in Russian. 
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Picture 4: city playbills, Ufa 2012

Again here “city playbills” is written in both languages but all the concert and theater posters are 

in Russian and only one poster in Tatar announcing of coming concert of Tatar singers. All these 

examples show that support of Bashkort is a top down initiative and the language laws are well 

regulated and implemented but all the customer oriented information is given in Russian which 

shows that people prefer perceiving information in Russian.

2.1.2 Economic status 

Economic prestige and wealth of the country influences the language as well. The more 

prestigious the country, the more people want to be part of that community and learn its 

language.  Bashkortostan has certain control over its own economics, mostly based on oil 

industry and heavy machinery. Different times the republic’s freedom depended on the Russian 

ruler (Gabdrafikov I., 2005, p. 106). Nowadays republic’s economy is based on oil extraction 
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and refining and heavy industry. The rich natural resources and a strong industrial base in 

Bashkortostan permitted a high degree of economic self-sufficiency. When the first president of 

Bashkortostan Murtaza Rakhimov came to power, he presented his political strategy based on 3 

goals: the development of a republican legislative system according to new constitution of 

Bashkortostan; to achieve ownership of the territory and natural resources; treaty-based 

relationship with other republics and the union-republic status. As Yalçın writes during the 

Yeltsin ruling, the republics of Tatarstan, Sakha and Bashkortostan, which are among resource 

rich republics, managed to obtain special budgetary and tax privileges. However under the 

centralization of federal economy and Putin’s so called the power vertical the balance between 

the federal and national budgets moved in favor of Moscow. From 2001 to 2005 Bashkortostan 

increased its transfers to the federal budget 2.3 times (Yalçın, 2005, p. 110). Economically 

Bashkortostan is quite strong but there are no job positions with the Bashkort language. 

Bashkort government tries to support the language via laws, making it compulsory in schools for 

children of all nationalities or accepting laws on Standard regulations on road sign execution. 

All the laws are implemented and work perfectly. What the Bashkort language protection 

program lacks is creation of jobs with Bashkort. Nowadays the Bashkort language can be used 

only by linguistically specific jobs such as teachers of Bashkort, by Bashkort linguists and 

journalists in any other places knowledge of Russian is enough. If the government could attract 

people to learn the language by giving jobs with Bashkort instead of just forcing it at school that 

would be more effective; and people would have motivation to learn the language.    

2.2 Demographic factors   

Demographic factors are those related to the number of the speakers of that language as well as 

their distribution throughout a particular urban, regional or national territory. Demographic 

factor refers to the numeric concentration of group members in various parts of the territory and 

their proportion relative to the other groups it lives with and whether or not the group still 

occupies its traditional or national territory (Bourhis, Giles, & Rozenthal, 1981, p. 146).

Period from 1959 till 1989 ethnodemographic state of the republic was in bad condition: 

population increase slowed down and the number of Bashkort decreases. During that period 

republic of Bashkortostan had the second lowest index of population increase in Russia – 0, 3 per 

cent a year. Another problem of Bashkortostan is an unstable self identification of north-western 
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regions which fluctuate from Bashkort nationality to Tatar and it influences the population 

increase of both nationalities. For example many of those who were Bashkort in previous census 

were written as Tatars after 1989 (Korostelev A., 2005, p. 108). That is why Bashkort 

government took many measures to “restore” previous Bashkort self-identification to north-

western regions of the Bashkortostan and the last years we can see growth of the Bashkort 

population (ibid).

According to the census held in the Soviet Union Bashkort were on third place in their own

republic, constituting around 20-25% of the whole population. The second outnumbering nation

was Tatar. The situation changed drastically in 2002 when Bashkort population increase

constituted 123% (Korostelev A., 2005, p. 31). Number of Russian in the republic decreases but

this is the tendency overall in Russia (viz. Appendix A). In 2002 Bashkort made up 30 per cent

of the whole population of the republic of Bashkortostan, shifting Tatar to the third place (24 per

cent) and Russian remained on the first place (36 per cent). Being minority group in their own

republic can also affect prestige of the group in the society. According to the last census of 2010

Bashkort have retained their second position 28 per cent and Tatars are 25 per cent.

The question asking language knowledge appeared in census during the Soviet Union. Prior to

that nationality was equal to the native language and it was expected that the nationality 

coincides with the language. Since 1970s the question: “what is your native language and what 

other languages of USSR you are fluent in” is used in the questionnaires of census. But after the 

census 2002 the question about languages disappeared from the census papers. The reason is 

unknown. 

2.2.1 Urbanization in Bashkortostan and its influence over the language 

Urbanization also effects the Bashkort language as in the cities people tend to speak more 

Russian than Bashkort. At the beginning of the XX century there were only 3 cities in 

Bashkortostan, nowadays there are 20 cities and more than half of the population of the republic 

lives in the cities. Many people moved from rural areas to cities in search of well paid and easy 

job and better life. According to research made by Bashkort sociologists the first generation of 

those who moved to the cities uses Bashkort at home more than the second generation, reports 

Abdullina. The second generation has been born in the city where overall population uses 

Russian and tends to use mixed language within the family. Native urban population speaks only 
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Russian but being passive speakers of Bashkort they can understand their parents’ speech. We 

might divide urban children speaking Bashkort into 3 categories: first, those who are fluent and 

use Bashkort as their first language, there are only 8-10 % of them; second, children using 

Bashkort as a kitchen language, so the main language they speak is Russian. This is the biggest 

group 50-55%; those who do not speak or understand native language at all belong to the third 

category, mostly they are offspring of passive Bashkort speakers or those who do not speak 

Bashkort themselves or mixed families. Nearly 30-35 % of children consider Bashkort a foreign 

language (Abdullina, 2010, p. 58). All those children might study in the same school but for 

them lingua franca is always Russian. The same for adults at work, most of them use Russian 

with co-workers and speak mixed language at home. 

In one of the articles Abdullina comments on about Bashkort kindergarten No. 221 in Ufa where 

children are supposed to be taught in native language. “It is true that teachers put great deal of 

effort to teach the native language. But still Bashkort children do not know it very well. They 

speak Russian. To tell the truth some of the teachers are not ashamed to say that: “Bashkort is 

only a nominal language and children prefer to speak Russian”. Many parents speak Russian to 

their children as they want to make their life at school easier because everyone speaks Russian 

there anyway”. (my translation)21    

2.3 Institutional support and control factors

Institutional support is the third important factor in terms of objective ethnolinguistic vitality. It 

is important for language maintenance whether it is supported by the institutions of the 

community. It was suggested that the vitality of a speech community was related to the degree its 

speakers could use their own language in various institutions such as home, the school system, 

local government, business (Bourhis, Giles, & Rozenthal, 1981, p. 146). The institutional support 

of the Bashkort language has undergone changes depending on political situation in the country. 

Its stages were described in the chapter about Soviet language planning. It was said that politics 

was towards integration and no national peculiarities were signified or stressed. Then in 1990s 

situation changed and the support from the Bashkort government side became stronger. New 

regulations and laws were taken in order to preserve and maintain the language, whether they 

were effective or not is another thing.    
                                                            
21 (Fazilova, 2010, p. 268)
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2.3.1 Bashkort media 

Drawing interest of the audience media can be used as means of promoting the language. 

Interesting and informative programs can motivate people to watch programs in that language. 

Bashkort National TV Studio started broadcasting to Bashkortostan in March 1959; only couple 

of hours was given for programs in Bashkort. In 2001 according to the decree of the president of 

Bashkortostan Bashkort Satellite Television (BST) was established. BST broadcasts in both state 

languages of the republic: Bashkort and Russian; it has more than 50 programs about politics, 

economy, culture and art, social life of the republic as well as entertaining programs for children. 

I looked at one week schedule of BST and counted how many programs are in Bashkort. It 

turned out that 35 per cent of the whole broadcasting is in Bashkort, and all other programs are in 

Russian or sometimes in Tatar and Chuvash, native languages of other large communities in the 

republic. The recent project of BST is a children’s TV show with a Russian title “Учим

башкирский язык” (We are learning the Bashkort language)22. As I wrote in section law on 

languages in Bashkortostan, the Bashkort language became obligatory in most of the schools of 

the republic and for all nationalities and of course non-Bashkort and even Bashkort children have 

problems learning the language. This program is aimed at teaching children some Bashkort, for 

example how to form sentences and how to use some basic phrases. The telecast is given twice a 

day in the morning and in the evening on weekdays, and once a day on weekends. Every release 

is devoted to a Bashkort hero, writer, singer, composer or other renowned personalities of the 

Bashkort culture. They tell the whole story in Russian and after that one sentence is translated 

into Bashkort. Personally, I see it more as a source of history and culture education rather than 

language teaching. As for dubbing some Disney or popular Russian cartoons are translated into 

Bashkort, on order to draw children’s interest to the language. Films on the other hand are never 

dubbed. Over past 10-15 years it is common to see TV and radio moderators with Russian accent 

in Bashkort and difficulty in speaking ‘pure’ Bashkort. In The Bashkort National Theatre most of 

the performances are in Bashkort but you have possibility to get the program or earphones with 

simultaneous translation into Russian. Spectators report that the translation was very poor, 

                                                            
22 Bashkirskoje Sputnikovoje Televidenije. BST official web site [online]. [cit. 2012-06-17]. Available on: http://tv-

rb.ru/
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inaccurate and most of the parts left non-translated. This shows lack of professional interpreters 

and translators from and into Bashkort.

There are also several radio stations broadcasting in Bashkort or Russian for the audience in the 

republic. The only radio which broadcasts to Bashkortostan from abroad is Radio Free 

Europe/Radio Liberty (RFE/RL) within Tatar-Bashkort service. Tatar-Bashkort service of 

RFE/RL was established in 1953 and it is the only service which broadcasts to the republics 

within the Russian Federation, all other republics have gained total independence after collapse 

of Soviet Union. The aim of the service is to promote national values, strengthen national 

identity, and report about traditional holidays and customs of Bashkorts and Tatars. Main topics 

are politics between Russia and the republics, brief world news and maintenance of the Tatar-

Bashkort nation, religion, and language purism. Even if formally the service is called Tatar-

Bashkort most of the broadcasting is in the Tatar language and only 5-10% of it is in Bashkort 

(material sent by couple of Bashkort journalists from Ufa). The radio broadcasts an hour every 

day and also posts the news on their web site23. Most of the Bashkortostan news are written and 

read in Tatar and about Tatars in Bashkortostan more than about Bashkort. 

2.3.1.1 Neologisms in Bashkort media

Bashkort lacks professional vocabulary and journalists and writers having problem with finding a 

Bashkort word create new one. A lot of neologisms appear in order to avoid Russian borrowings

in Bashkort; among the words which appeared within the last 15-20 years are:  Əүҙем (euzem) -

meaning active; Көйəрмəн (kojermen) – a fan, supporter (consists of a Bashkort word 

burning+suffix man; Apparently the word derived from Bashkort saying йəн көйə (jen koje) 

translated as “soul is burning” meaning to worry about something, the ending man is a bit 

confusing with its coincidence with an English “man”. Suffix “man” exists in Turkic languages 

too but in different context; Tығын (‘tigin’, direct meaning is “tight”) – traffic jam. The 

journalist from RFE/RL told that one Bashkort journalist came up with the word for traffic jam

and they liked it and now use it actively both in Tatar and Bashkort. Representatives of the 

Bashkort nationalist movements try to make the Bashkort language sound more appealing to 

young people and sometimes use English words together with Bashkort. For example there is an 

                                                            
23 Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty: Azatliq, Tatar-Bashkort service. Official web site of RFE/RL [online]. [cit. 

2012-06-17]. Available on: http://www.azatliq.org/
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event named “Jashlek-show” (yeshlek – Bashk. youth) – “Youth-show” in the festival annually 

arranged by the Bashkort Youth Union. Also there was a program on Bashkort radio playing 

Bashkort pop-songs on demand named “Shau-show”. There is an expression “Shau-shiu” in 

Bashkort which means “hubbub”, “uproar” and the last word reminds of English “show” the 

organizers have decided to play with words to make it sound more attractive to young audience. 

Another example of word composition is in name of the article named “Этник 

үҙбилдəлəнештең (идентичность) мөһимлеге тураһында” (Etnik Uzbildeleneshten (Rus. 

Identichnost) mohimlege turahinda) which is written in Bashkort. Because the word “identity” 

does not exist in modern Bashkort the author invented a new word which consists of uz (self)+ 

bildelenesh (marking, identification) but decided to give the Russian equivalent in brackets 

which means that he does not expect everyone to understand it (Soltanmuratov, 2010, p. 239). 

2.3.2 Publishing houses 

The first state publishing house printing books in Bashkort was established in 1919 in

Sterlitamak (former capital of Bashkortostan). Then over the time it moved to Ufa and changed

its name several times. In 1930s many Russian and World classics were translated into Bashkort

and published as there was demand on books in Bashkort because then people felt more

comfortable reading in native language. At present the publishing house has got name Kitap (a

book) and mostly publishes textbooks of the Bashkort language for schools, calendars in

Bashkort, dictionaries, culture and history books about Bashkortostan (Yağmur & Kroon, 2003).

Now no scientific, professional or literary books translated from foreign languages into Bashkort 

as everyone is expected to understand Russian. Periodicals are usually very sensitive to changes 

in the society and show the actual mood of the people.  After the republic has gained sovereignty 

many government programs oriented to language and nation revitalization emerged. These

government efforts touched the sphere of publishing too. Since 1991 Akbuzat, periodical for 

children in Bashkort has been published; magazine for youth Shonkar in Bashkort since 1993; 

socio-political and literary journal  Belskije prostory 1998; socio-political, popular-science and 

literary journal Vatandash  (Compatriot) published in Bashkort, Russian and English languages;

a literary journal Agidel; Bashkortostan kyzy (Woman of Bashkortostan) women’s magazine 

about household duties, cooking, love stories etc.; then Khenek ( “a Pitchfork”) satiric magazine 

with anecdotes, caricatures; Bashkortostan Ukitiusihi (A teacher of Bashkortostan) - pedagogical 
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journal in three languages are published since 1990s. All these periodicals are financed from the 

republican budget and published in Bashkort24. In my view the magazines in Bashkort were more 

popular in 1990s and many families especially in the villages who were subscribed to them. 

Nowadays it is again mostly villagers who read those magazines and journals, but as not all the 

periodicals in Bashkort can follow modern trends and compete with glossy magazines in 

Russian, the number of readers in Bashkort falls. Also it might be because many of those 

periodicals use many Arab words to avoid Russian borrowings, and this discourages the average 

reader as those words are unfamiliar for them. Personally, when I read articles in newspapers 

overloaded with Arab and Persian loanwords make me think that I read a foreign text and cannot 

grasp the whole meaning. 

2.3.3 Education

Education system is another means of language maintenance. The Republic of Bashkortostan is a

sovereign state which has its own system of education, and guarantees each citizen the

possibility to develop one’s identity and to receive an education according to their cultural-

historical legacy of the peoples of the Republic of Bashkortostan (Constitution of the Republic of

Bashkortostan, 2011 ed.)

The Academy of Sciences of the Republic of Bashkortostan (ANRB) was established by decree

of former president of Bashkortostan Murtaza Rakhimov on 11 May 1991. It is the body which

has in its duty creation of books of the Bashkort language, history and culture. The academy was

crucial in localizing the production of historical and language knowledge away from Moscow as

it was during the Soviet Union. Bashkortostan's former Minister of Education, Firdaus

Khisamitdinova, a specialist in Bashkort philology, made her major goal a protection of

Bashkortostan-produced textbooks before they were worked out and published in Moscow. In an

interview in the summer of 1997 she asserted that: “the goal of forming citizens of Bashkortostan

must be pursued in all classes, not just civics class. For example, biology must be taught through

textbooks dealing with local biology, our native land and species, so people learn to love it as

this is our homeland. We want to teach children to love their own Bashkortostan! For example

                                                            
24 AKHMADIJEV, Farit. Typology of journals and magazines in Bashkortostan. Vatandash (Compatriot) 

magazine [online]. [cit. 2012-06-17]. Available on: http://vatandash.ru/index.php?article=1871
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earlier in geography we learnt about the whole world, all of Russia, but nothing about our own

homeland, Bashkortostan.” (Graney, 1999)

In 1990s new regional subjects were added to the education program in secondary schools in

Bashkortostan those were geography, history and culture of Bashkortostan. They were additional

to the Russian Federation standard educational program. The new republican components make

up approximately 35% of the total allotted teaching hours per year. When it comes to study of 

the Bashkort language it is officially recommended for all citizens and left on schools to make it

mandatory or optional. In the city and town schools Bashkort is taken as a foreign language and

spoken only during Bashkort classes. All other classes are given in Russian including Bashkort

culture and history. Most of the times children feel forced down to learn Bashkort and cannot

make up even a simple sentence in it. Last year, June 2011, there was a big scandal about 

learning the Bashkort language at school25. In one of the secondary schools in Ufa where 

Bashkort was obligatory, 12 year old boy did not attend the classes for a year and was left to 

repeat a year as a penalty. Vladislav Martin’s parents have taken him from the Bashkir language 

classes as they think their son does not need it. Vladislav’s father in his interview to NTV 

(Russian TV channel) says: “They are imposing the Bashkort language on us. I have never 

studied it, my parents have not studied Bashkort either. We do not have any problems living in 

Ufa though. We have to pass EGE (Unified State Exams) on Russian, not Bashkort” (ibid.). The 

boy himself says that English and Russian are more important for him than Bashkort.  His 

parents went to the Russian Supreme Court to allow their son not to study the language and 

move up to the next grade at school, which the Supreme Court did, even though it is clear to 

everyone that the boy is violating school rules and causing national intolerance within 

Bashkortostan. The current president of Bashkortostan also has written in his blog that Bashkort 

language should the taught but not against one’s will.26 So in the secondary school children have 

possibility to learn Bashkort but when they enter university or college all education is only in 

Russian as well as entrance exams, unless the person decides to study Bashkort philology or 

                                                            
25 CHERNOV. Repressija za "dvojku" po Bashkirskomu. NTV [online]. 2011 [cit. 2012-06-17]. Available on: 

http://www.ntv.ru/novosti/232206

26 KHAMITOV, Rustem. Bashkort should be taught but not forced down: Bashkirskij jazyk dolgen izuchat'sja, no ne 

nasil'no.Official blog of the president of Bashkortostan Rustem Khamitov [online]. 2012. vyd. [cit. 2012-06-17]. 

Available on: http://xn--80aehnsbpkjkfe4a.xn--p1ai/259/
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journalism. There are two universities where you can study Bashkort philology: department of 

Bashkort philology in the Bashkort State Pedagogical University, where they have 2 mayors: 

Bashkort language teaching methodology and Bashkort literature and culture; the second place is 

the department of Bashkort philology and journalism in the Bashkort State University. 

As Alsinbajeva stresses in her article probably the biggest difficulties nowadays in teaching 

Bashkort at school it is that a lot of children do not speak or understand Bashkort at all and it 

should be taught to them as a foreign language. There is not good methodology or experience of 

teaching it as a foreign language yet. And the main task of the Bashkort language teacher is to 

make the child interested in learning the language (Alsinbayeva, 2010, p. 65).

2.3.4 Government services 

From the beginning of 1990s Bashkort government represented itself as a defender of the 

interests of the titular nation. According to study taken among the administrative and government 

leaders 73.3 per cent of the high governmental positions belong to Bashkorts who constitute only 

22 per cent of the whole population of the republic (Korostelev A., 2005, p. 39). So the analysis 

of top leadership of the republic shows predominance of the titular nation over other ethnic 

groups. In spite of that according the laws on languages of the republic of Bashkortostan 

“government of Bashkortostan and local administration should use Russian at work. Bashkort 

can also be used along with Russian.” (Khisamitdinova, Sufyanova, & Vakhitova, 2006, p. 21). 

All government services in the cities are in Russian as it is lingua franca between all the 

nationalities in the republic. Many professionals who finished universities studied exclusively in 

Russian and consequently know only Russian terminology. 

Without denial all these objective factors are important but they are not the only ones that 

determine language preference.  As Martin Ehala thinks there are subjective factors that play as 

much important role as objective factors (Ehala, 2009, p. 128). His arguments are: firstly, 

language shift in a consequence of the personal choices of numerous people and they make their 

choice not according to objective ethnolinguistic vitality, but according to their subjective 

evaluation of their group in comparison with other groups. And second, no description of 

objective social reality could ever be formalized to the extent that it would be able to provide a 

standard scale for all possible linguistic environments (Ehala, 2009, p. 128). Subjective factors 

are as important as objective ones.  
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Chapter three

Subjective vitality

I found an ironical article “Save the Bashkort language”27 written by a Russian woman in 

“Mothers of Sterlitamak28” web site who thinks that Bashkort government policy took the wrong 

direction in teaching Bashkort, that instead of improving the language within Bashkort 

community they try to impose it on non-Bashkort children at school. This shows that government 

program has top-down initiative but if people are not ready to accept it, it will not be effective. 

Also another person wrote at the forum that “those who want to learn native language will learn 

it even outside the school, and if people are not willing to learn it then even teaching in schools 

will not help” 29 . It shows that top-down initiative is not effective without readiness and 

willingness of people to accept it.  In a multilingual society it is quite difficult to keep balance 

between prestige and spheres of usage of all the languages. And if we say that language is 

endangered or disappearing, it does not mean that the language disappears leaving a vacuum; it is 

always replaced by another language with which it is in contact. It means that language can be in 

danger if there is another domineering language over it. Here questions of national identity, 

social prestige, family upbringing, and media play a significant role.

When the ethnolinguistic vitality theory was formulated it focused mainly on objective 

factors. It is true that demographic, economic, sociological and historical factors are very 

important and influence the vitality of the nation and the language. But the ethnolinguistic 

group perceives its situation subjectively. “That is why group’s subjective assessment of its 

vitality is important in determining inter-ethnic behavior. Group members may 

systematically minimize or exaggerate the ethnolinguistic vitality of their own group or 

salient out-groups, depending on how they perceive the intergroup relation situations. And 

members of the group are those who decide whether to maintain their ethnic tongue or let it 

disappear” (Bourhis, Giles, & Rozenthal, 1981, p. 147). Objective data analyzed in 

combination with subjective vitality can give the full picture of possibility that the ethnic 

minority will survive. To measure the subjective ethnolinguistic vitality Bourhis, Giles and
                                                            
27

Spasite Bashkirskij!: Save the Bashkort language!. Strmama.ru.forum [online]. [cit. 2012-06-17]. Available on: 
http://strmama.ru/forum/thread298-1.html

28
Sterlitamak -  the second largest city in Bashkortostan, for some time it was a capital city of Bashkortostan

29 ibid
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Rosenthal created a subjective vitality questionnaire. Knowledge about group members’ 

subjective perception of their own ethnolinguistic vitality may help account for group 

members’ intergroup attitudes, skills and motivations for second language learning, attitudes 

towards language usage and use of code switching strategies. That is why the questionnaire 

contains both, the group’s own subjective perception and salient out-group’s ethnolinguistic 

vitality. The questionnaire was used to find out vitality of Greek and English communities in 

Melbourne, Australia; then in Canadian setting, among French and English communities

(Bourhis, Giles, & Rozenthal, 1981). In my thesis the questionnaire was used for Bashkort 

and Russian vitality based on perception of Bashkort community members. The original 

questionnaire consists of 22 questions from which I excluded 3 irrelevant questions for this 

particular survey: rate of immigration and emigration of the nation as these questions are 

relevant for immigrant communities such as Greek in Australia or French in Canada; and the 

third question which seemed unsuitable for my survey is how highly the language regarded 

internationally as there are no big Bashkort communities outside Russia. I added one more 

question to the questionnaire which is: Estimate your level of Bashkort and Russian. Also I 

added questions about age, location, education and sex as I thought these are most important 

criteria which can influence the results. The items included in the questionnaire cover the 

three main dimensions of objective vitality discussed in the previous chapter: demographic, 

status and institutional support factors.  The questionnaire based on 7-point Likert Scales, 1 

stands for lowest vitality, while 7 for the highest vitality. The questionnaire I used for the 

survey can be seen in Appendix D. 

3.1 Ethnolinguistic vitality of Bashkort and Russian in Yağmur, Kroon’s research

I was inspired by the work of Kultay Yağmur and Sjaak Kroon from Tilburg University, The 

Netherlands, to do this research. They used the same questionnaire to do research on 

Ethnolinguistic vitality of the Bashkort language. The work is called “Ethnolinguistic vitality 

perceptions and language revitalization in Bashkortostan”; both research and work were held and 

written in 2003.  The study is based on answers of 250 Bashkort informants and the 

questionnaire was in Russian. The authors explained their choice of language like this: “we 

deliberately chose a Russian-language questionnaire, instead of Bashkort, because according to 

our key informants, most of the young informants did not have enough proficiency in Bashkort”

(Yağmur & Kroon, 2003, p. 319). The research was held “in and around Ufa”. At the beginning 
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they write that “given the fact that the Bashkort language group went through severe 

Russification processes in the last century, one could expect a very low subjective vitality among 

the Bashkort speakers.”(ibid., p. 329) Among the informants of Yağmur and Kroon the number 

of female respondents is higher than the number of male informants. The results of their research 

can be seen in appendix E. According to their results there are no significant differences between 

vitality measures of Bashkort and Russian. In order to see the difference between vitalities of 

these languages a total score was calculated for each group. Russian vitality was estimated as 

97.86 and Bashkort vitality as 93.07, which means that the small difference makes vitalities of 

both languages nearly equal.

If to apply Giles, Bourhis and Taylor’s three-factor theory then in terms of demographic factors

the informants think that Russians outnumber the Bashkorts, which is objectively true and they 

also reported that Russian birth rate is higher than Bashkort. In terms of status factors, 

Bashkorts’ perception of their status is significantly higher, Bashkort have significantly higher 

vitality when it comes to “pride of cultural history”; but when it comes to economic status and 

group’s perceived wealth then Russian has higher vitality than Bashkort. Dominance of Russian 

in sphere of business can be seen in answers to the question 12; Bashkort has 3.9 points and 

Russian 5.84. In terms of institutional support Russian has higher vitality in government services 

and usage at school. The Bashkorts have a little more control over business than Russians.

Conclusions of the research are that “regardless of the background, rural or urban, Bashkort 

informants perceived Russian and Bashkort vitality similarly and Bashkort vitality found to be 

high” (ibid.). As it was presumed by the authors at the beginning of the work Bashkort vitality 

should be higher in rural areas. But according to the results of the research it turned out that 

irrespective of their background, urban or rural, Bashkort informants perceived Russian and 

Bashkort vitalities similarly. These results led Yağmur and Kroon to the conclusion that 

Bashkort group-esteem is rather high and that there is no big difference between their 

perceptions of Russian vitality.
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3.2 Ethnolinguistic vitality in my survey, results and discussion

As well as Yağmur and Kroon I took only Bashkort and Russian for the analysis. Even though 

influence of Tatar is significant in Bashkortostan I decided not to include it into the survey as it 

would make the research too complex and extensive. Many respondents asked me why Tatar is 

not in the list which shows that it plays important role in Bashkortostan. I translated the original 

Ethnolinguistic questionnaire into Bashkort and Russian in case that some elder person may have 

problem in understanding the Russian text. In the end no one asked me for Bashkort version and 

no one had any problem with Russian. The inquiry was held in February 2012 among 63 

Bashkort respondents both in the cities (mostly Ufa) and in the rural areas (speakers of nearly all 

parts of Bashkortostan are presented), among them 42 women and 21 men. Anyone who claimed 

to be Bashkort regardless their knowledge of Bashkort could be our respondent. The informants 

were chosen randomly among my friends, relatives, then 5 housepainters that I met in the street 

in Ufa, 4 scientists of Academy of Science of Bashkortostan and 17 female students of Bashkort 

philology department of the university; all other informants were my parents’ casual customers 

at work. Firstly, the data were collected and mean for each question was counted and then 

compared to the data received from Yağmur and Kroon’s research. When it comes to the last 

question “estimating the language level of Bashkort/Russian” at the bachelor seminar I was 

suggested not to take into account the answers of 17 female informants because they are students 

of Bashkort philology, accordingly have high level of Bashkort and do not represent average 

citizen of Bashkortostan. Findings of the survey can be found in Appendix F.

From the questions of demographic factors Bashkort informants estimate that Russians 

outnumber Bashkort, which is similar to the results of Yağmur and Kroon. But unlike their 

results Bashkort birth rate (4.6) is estimated higher than Russian (3.9). Tendency to marry other 

nationalities are nearly equal and higher than average, it shows that nationality of their partner is 

not so important for representatives of both groups. 

In terms of status factors Bashkort estimated Russian vitality much higher than the language of 

their own. Mean index of answers to the questions of language status (Q2), perceived group 

status (Q7), language in business (Q12), perceived group strength, wealth and expected future 

strength (Q16,17,18) are all negative for the Bashkort language (lower than 4) and Russian has 

significantly high index (mostly 5 and higher). The only 2 questions from this block which have 
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mean index higher than Russian are questions of pride of culture and history (Q13, 15). So the 

results we received are different from what Yağmur and Kroon had found.

When it comes to institutional support all the mean indexes of Bashkort are significantly lower 

than those of Russian. According to the answers of respondents Russian in prevailing in 

government services (Q3), in business (Q5), in media (Q6), schools (Q9), in Bashkortostan 

politics (Q11) and even religious services (Q14). ). It is very concerning taking into 

consideration Bashkort government financial support of Bashkort at least in secondary schools or 

through media; again my results differ from those of Yağmur and Kroon. Generally speaking the 

mean index in question of contact between Bashkort and Russian (Q19) is very high 5.7 

indicating that possibility of assimilation is quite high. The last question of the questionnaire was 

added by me, it is: “estimate your level of Bashkort/Russian” (Q20). The mean for Bashkort is 

3.8 and 5.8 for Russian; it proves the data of census 2010. In general, the respondents tend to 

have a higher proficiency of Russian rather than Bashkort.     

Comparing the results of these two researches one of which was held in 2003 and the other in 

2012, we may assume that it might be due to the choice of respondents, their quantity as well as 

due to political changes within past 9 years. Our results show that ethnolinguistic revitalization 

of the Bashkort language is low. The total vitality score of each group according to our research: 

Bashkort 88.3 and Russian 104.9 (Yağmur and Kroon: Bashkort: 93.07 and Russian 97.86). Our 

results show the imbalance of perception between Bashkort and Russian by the Bashkort 

community and consequently low subjective vitality of the group and the language. 

I decided to look at the answers from the points of view that I thought would be relevant for the 

perception of vitality of Bashkort. For the analysis I took criteria of age, education and place of 

residence. Before analyzing the data, I made several hypotheses. On the basis of knowledge I 

have about the situation with Bashkort language I may assume: 1) that vitality and the 

knowledge of Bashkort in the rural areas will be higher than in urban regions; 2) proficiency in 

Bashkort will be higher with elder people; 3) the higher the education, the lower vitality and 

knowledge of Bashkort. From the data received from the research I found out that sex is 

irrelevant in perception of linguistic vitality of Bashkort, so it will not be discussed in this work.
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3.2.1 According to residence

Place of residence has been chosen as one of the most important criteria. Our hypothesis that 

vitality of Bashkort should be higher in rural areas has been confirmed, looking at the average 

of the rural answers (sum = 90) we may see that it is significantly higher than vitality of 

Bashkort in urban areas (sum = 82.5). Knowledge of Bashkort (Q20) is also higher in rural 

(5.7) rather than in urban areas (4.0). In questions such as amount of Bashkort in social 

services (Q3), media (Q6) and locally perceived language status (Q2) answers of residents of 

rural areas were considerably higher compared to urban areas. It is true that people prefer to 

watch Bashkort TV channel, use native langue in the local hospitals and shops in rural areas, so 

Bashkort has higher social status (4.1) in villages than in cities (3.2). As for usage of Russian in 

rural and urban areas (Q2), the mean is very high (both 6.2), showing that Russian has equally 

high position both in the villages and cities of Bashkortostan. Thereby we may conclude that 

urban/rural criteria is only valid for the Bashkort language and does not play significant role in 

usage, status or knowledge of Russian. 

3.2.2 According to age

The youngest respondent of our research is 17 and the eldest is 63. I decided to divide them 

into two groups: those who are younger than 30 and those who are older than 30. The reason 

for such division is that those who are younger than 30 had education after the collapse of 

Soviet Union so they are generation who has spent their conscious life in a new country named 

the Russian Federation. Those who are elder than 30 belong to another group because they had 

Soviet education and were under the influence of Soviet language planning. When we talk 

about perception of Bashkort revitalization, then age plays a significant role only in knowledge 

of Bashkort (Q20) where mean of the answers of those who are older is higher, which 

confirmed our expectations. The question concerning Russian vitality revealed a small 

difference between younger and elder respondents. One interesting thing is that young people 

consider revitalization of Bashkort generally a little bit higher than Russian whereas older 

people consider Russian revitalization higher. This might be due to general tendency of young 

people to be more optimistic or maybe due to the change of Bashkort language policy after 

collapse of USSR and attempts of the Bashkort government to revitalize the language and gain 
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its official status. Knowledge of Russian for both of groups is nearly the same. The diagram 

and the data can be found in appendix G. 

3.2.3 According to education

In this sector we divided people into two groups: those who have already finished university, 

i.e. people with high education (28 people); and those who have secondary education or did not 

finish the university or college yet (35 people). From the data given on the appendix G and the 

diagram, we may see that education plays a significant role in perception of vitality of 

Bashkort. General tendency is that Russian has a bit higher vitality than Bashkort. My 

hypothesis that “the higher the education, the lower the Bashkort vitality” was not confirmed, 

on the contrary, we may see from the table that Bashkort vitality is invariably higher for people 

with high education, which is surprising; as I expected that people studied university in 

Russian and tend to use it more in public sphere, work etc. and their perception should be that 

Russian has higher vitality. 

People with high education have noticeably higher Bashkort vitality than people without high 

education in questions of social prestige (Q7), representation of the group in cultural life of the 

republic (Q15), pride of their history (Q13), usage of Bashkort in politics (Q11).  As for 

Russian vitality, the difference between answers of people with high education and without is 

not significant. Another unexpected finding is that knowledge of Bashkort of people with high 

education is considerably higher (5.1) than of people without high education (3.4) and of 

course their knowledge of Russian is higher, too, but the difference is not as dramatic (6.3 vs. 

5.4). Russian has generally higher vitality than Bashkort, and the essential differences are 

shown in the answers of people with high education to the questions “how highly regarded the 

language” (Q2): Bashkort 3.8 and Russian 6.6; “how often the languages are used in 

government services” (Q3): Bashkort 2.6 and Russian 6.5; “representation of the languages in 

business” (Q12): Bashkort 2.6, Russian 6.5. This shows that people in Bashkortostan have 

tendency to use Russian in public, at work, during business meetings, and in the government 

services because it is a sphere of professional activity, where you need to use professional 

terminology and use knowledge that they received from education in Russian. This can be 

explained by lack of professional terminology in Bashkort and influence of university 
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education in Bashkortostan which is all in Russian.

Our findings show that although the Bashkort informants estimate Bashkort vitality lower than 

Russian vitality, the Bashkort are very proud of their history, culture and estimate these aspects 

much higher than the other groups. Thus, potential for revitalization exists and a lot will 

depend on correct policy and willingness of people to maintain Bashkort. 
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Conclusion

According to the results that I received from the answers of 63 Bashkort respondents of the 

Subjective Ethnolinguistic Vitality Questionnaire, I came to the conclusion that Bashkort 

themselves estimate their vitality lower than the Russian vitality. As I described in chapter 

about objective vitality the Bashkort government puts a lot of effort to maintain the language,

making language laws which work well, but it is not enough. The vitality of Bashkort is still 

low and it belongs to “vulnerable” languages. It shows that not only the government should put 

effort but people should be eager to maintain Bashkort, which shows importance of subjective 

vitality. People in Bashkortostan are not motivated to speak Bashkort as knowledge of Russian

is enough to live comfortably in the republic. The only place where the Bashkort language is 

needed is linguistically specific jobs such as teacher of Bashkort or journalists writing in 

Bashkort. 

At the beginning of analysis we put some hypotheses, some of which have confirmed: the older 

the person, the better the knowledge of Bashkort; vitality of Bashkort is generally higher in 

rural areas than in urban. We also put some hypotheses which were falsified, for example it 

turned out that contrary to our assumptions: people with high education have higher Bashkort 

vitality than people without high education; the higher the education, the better the Bashkort 

language knowledge. Russian vitality is equally high in both rural and urban areas and such 

factors as residence or education do not influence status of the Russian language. It is 

interesting to note that the questions about being proud of Bashkort culture and history were 

estimated much higher than the Russian. 

There are many factors that affect vitality of the Bashkort language. Among the main factors 

that influence the language is that Bashkortostan is not a completely independent state, and 

Bashkort is not the only official language in the republic; other factor is that Bashkort are 

minority in their own republic; next one is that Bashkort is taught as a foreign language in 

secondary schools and not taught in the universities as a consequence - lack of professional 

terminology; other important factor is economic, there are no job positions with Bashkort, so 

people have no motivation to learn the language. Identifying the reasons and the weak points of 

the language policy could help to pay attention to the relevant points and make language policy 

work more effectively. 

In the future vitality of the Bashkort could also be tested according to Edwards’ Taxonomic 
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Typology of Minority Language Situation, created in 1992. And the research could be 

broadened and amplified with research of vitality of all three most important languages in 

Bashkortostan: Bashkort, Russian and Tatar. 
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Appendices

Appendix A

Census from 1897 till 2010

Description 1897 1926 1939 1959 1970 1979 1989 2002 2010

Total population of USSR/the 
Russian Federation

125,640,021 147,027,915 170,557,093 208,826,650 241,720,134 262,084,654 285,742,511 145166731 142856536

Total amount of Bashkort in 
USSR/the Russian Federation

   1,321,363          713,693          843,648          989,040      1,239,681      1,371,452      1,449,157   1673389 1584554

Total amount of Tatars in 
USSR/The Russian Federation

   3,737,627      2,916,536      4,313,488      4,917,991      5,783,111      6,185,196      6,648,760   5554601 5310649

Total population of the 
Republic of Bashkortostan

4104336 4072292

Total amount of Bashkort in 
Bashkortostan

899 910 625 845 671 188 737 711 892 248 935 880 863 808 1221302 1172287

Total amount of Russian in 
Bashkortostan

1546304 1547893 1548291 1490715 1432906

Total amount of Tatar in 
Bashkortostan

944507 940446 1120702 990702 1009295

Total amount of those who 
speak Russian in 
Bashkortostan

3957908

Total amount of those who 
speak Tatar in Bashkortostan

1396947

Total amount of those who 
speak Bashkort in 
Bashkortostan

1056871

Total speakers of Bashkort in 
the world

1379727 1152404

% of Bashkort population in 
Bashkortostan

23.50% 21.20% 22.10% 23.40% 24.30% 21.90% 30% 28%
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% of Tatar population in 
Bashkortostan

24% 25%

% of Russian population in 
Bashkortostan

36% 35%

% of Bashkort speakers in 
Bashkortostan

12.60% 11.50% 12.80% 14.80% 15.70% 16.50% 21%

% of Tatar speakers in 
Bashkortostan

34%

% of Russian speakers in 
Bashkortostan

97%

% of Bashkort with Bashkort 
native language

54% 54,3% 57,6% 63,2% 64,4% 74,7% 70,2%

% of Bashkort with Tatar 
native language

46% 45,4% 41,4% 35,3% 32,9% 20,7% 19,7%
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Appendix B

Picture from the Bashkort philology faculty board, Bashkort State Pedagogical University, 

February 2012
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Appendix C

Picture from the Bashkort philology faculty board, Bashkort State Pedagogical University, 

February 2012
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Appendix D

Subjective Ethnolinguistic Vitality Questionnaire that I used for survey

In this questionnaire we are interested in what you know about different groups in 

Bashkortostan. You may feel that you have insufficient information at your immediate disposal 

to answer these questions, yet it is your impressions that we are interested in. Please make sure 

that you answer EACH question by ticking in the position on every item. Since we are interested 

in comparisons between various groups in Bashkortostan, identical ratings given to two groups 

on any items will be taken to mean that you regard the two groups as being the same on that 

item. Please answer each item on the questionnaire and complete it on your own.

Your age:

Gender:

Location:

Education:

1. Estimate the proportion of the population of Bashkortostan made up of the following groups?

Bashkort       not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

Russian      not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

2. How highly regarded are the following languages in Bashkortostan?

Bashkort    not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

Russian  not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

3. How often are the following languages used in Bashkort government services (eg. Health 

clinics where you live, social welfare)?

Bashkort    not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  exclusively

Russian    not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

4. Estimate the birth rates of the following groups in Bashkortostan:
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Bashkort    not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

Russian not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

5. How much control do the following groups have over economic and business matters in 

Bashkortostan?

Bashkort    not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

Russian not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

6. How well-represented are the following languages in Bashkort massmedia (eg. TV, radio, 

newspapers)? 

Bashkort    not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

Russian not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

7. How highly regarded are the following groups in Bashkortostan?

Bashkort    not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

Russian not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

8. In all parts of Bashkortostan where the following groups live, to what extent are they in the 

majority or minority?

Bashkort    not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

Russian not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

9. How much are the following languages taught in schools in Bashkortostan?

Bashkort    not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

Russian not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

10. To what extent do the following “marry only” within their own groups?

Bashkort    not at all 1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high
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Russian not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

11. How much political power do the following groups have in Bashkortostan?

Bashkort    not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

Russian not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

12. How well-represented are the following languages in Bashkort business institutions? 

Bashkort    not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

Russian not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

13. How proud of their own cultural history and achievements are the following groups in 

Bashkortostan? 

Bashkort    not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

Russian not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

14. How frequently are the following languages used in Bashkortostan mosques and places of 

religious worship?

Bashkort    not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

Russian not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

15. How well represented are the following groups in the cultural life of the republic (eg. 

Festivals, concerts, art exhibitions)? 

Bashkort    not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

Russian not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

16. How strong and active do you feel the following groups are in Bashkortostan? 

Bashkort    not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

Russian not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high
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17. How wealthy do you feel the following groups are in Bashkortostan?

Bashkort    not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

Russian not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

18. How strong and active do you feel the following groups will be 20 to 30 years from now?

Bashkort    not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

Russian not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

19. In general how much contact is there between Bashkorts and Russians?

not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

20. Estimate your level of the language:

Bashkort    not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high

Russian not at all  1       2       3     4     5     6    7  extremely high
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Appendix E

Subjective ethnolinguistic vitality ratings of Bashkort informants for Russian and Bashkort

vitalities according to Yağmur and Kroon’s research, 2003

Questionnaire variables

Bashkort

vitality

Russian

vitality

Mean

difference

1.  Proportion of Population 3.4 4.6 1.2

2.  Perceived language status local 6.1 5.5 -0.6

3.  Amount of Bashkort/Russian in government

services 3.7 6.0 2.3

4.  Russian/Bashkort birth rate 3.8 4.0 0.2

5.  Russian/Bashkort control over business 5.3 5.0 -0.3

6.  Amount of Bashkort/Russian in mass media 2.8 2.1 -0.7

7.  Perceived group status 5.8 4.2 -1.6

8.  Proportion of Russian/Bashkort locally 3.5 5.0 1.5

9. Amount of Bashkort/Russian in schools 4.7 6.1 1.4

10. Amount of exogamy 4.4 4.9 0.5

11. Amount of Russian/Bashkort political power 2.9 3.3 0.4

12. Amount of Bashkort/Russian in business 3.9 5.8 1.9

13. Pride of cultural history 5.9 5.1 -0.8
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14. Amount  of  Bashkort/Russian  in  religious

worship 3.2 3.2 0

15. Evaluation of group’s cultural representation 5.7 5.1 -0.6

16. Perceived group strength 4.8 5.3 0.5

17. Perceived group wealth 3.9 5.0 1.1

18. Predicted future strength 5.3 5.1 -0.2

19. Amount of contact between Russian and

Bashkort 5.5
Notes: 1 indicates minimum vitality, while 7 indicates maximum

vitality.

Appendix F

Subjective ethnolinguistic vitality ratings of Bashkort informants for Russian and Bashkort

vitalities according to my research held in 2012

Questionnaire variables

Bashkort

vitality

Russian

vitality

Mean

difference

1.  Proportion of Population 3.3 3.9 0.6

2.  Perceived language status local 3.9 6.2 2.3

3.  Amount of Bashkort/Russian in government

services 3.2 5.9 2.7

4.  Russian/Bashkort birth rate 4.6 3.9 -0.7

5.  Russian/Bashkort control over business 3.5 4.9 1.4

6.  Amount of Bashkort/Russian in mass media 4.4 5.8 1.4
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7.  Perceived group status 3.9 5.0 1.1

8.  Proportion of Russian/Bashkort locally 4.2 5.1 0.9

9. Amount of Bashkort/Russian in schools 4.0 6.0 2

10. Amount of exogamy 4.1 4.0 -0.1

11. Amount of Russian/Bashkort political power 4.3 5.0 0.7

12. Amount of Bashkort/Russian in business 2.8 6.2 3.4

13. Pride of cultural history 6.2 5.3 -0.9

14. Amount  of  Bashkort/Russian  in  religious

worship 5.3 6.1 0.8

15. Evaluation of group’s cultural representation 6.0 5.4 -0.6

16. Perceived group strength 5.1 5.2 0.1

17. Perceived group wealth 4.0 4.6 0.6

18. Predicted future strength 4.2 4.9 0.7

19. Amount of contact between Russian and

Bashkort 5.7
20.Level of knowledge of Bashkort/Russian language

3.8 5.8 2

Notes: 1 indicates minimum vitality, while 7 indicates maximum vitality
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Appendix G

Results of my research:

Bashkort

No

Of 

question

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

      According to residence

urban 2,7 3,2 2,3 4,4 3,7 3,6 3,4 4,0 3,9 4,4 4,8 2,9 6,0 5,0 5,8 4,6 3,7 4,1 5,7 4,0

rural 3,6 4,1 3,5 4,6 3,4 4,7 4,1 4,2 4,1 4,0 4,1 2,7 6,3 5,5 6,0 5,2 4,1 4,3 5,6 5,7

                                                                                                       According to age

30 and 

less
3,5 3,9 3,4 4,8 3,7 4,6 3,8 4,3 3,8 4,3 4,0 2,7 6,4 5,6 5,8 5,3 4,3 4,1 5,2 4,4

30 and 

more
3,2 3,9 3,1 4,4 3,4 4,2 4,1 4,1 4,2 4,0 4,6 2,8 6,1 5,2 6,1 4,9 3,8 4,3 5,9 5,4

                             According to education

high 3,1 3,8 2,6 4,6 3,2 4,5 4,0 4,1 4,2 3,9 4,6 2,6 6,2 5,0 6,1 4,8 3,6 4,0 6,0 5,1

no high 

educ.
2,8 3,1 2,9 3,7 2,9 3,5 2,9 3,4 3,2 3,6 3,2 2,3 4,9 4,5 4,6 4,3 3,4 3,5 5,4 3,4
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Russian

No. of 

question

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

                   According to residency

urban 3,6 6,2 6,1 3,9 4,8 5,8 5,1 5,2 6,3 3,6 4,9 6,3 5,3 6,1 5,2 5,1 4,6 4,8 5,7 5,9

rural 4,0 6,2 5,7 3,9 4,9 5,8 5,0 5,0 5,9 4,1 5,0 6,1 5,3 6,1 5,5 5,3 4,6 4,9 5,6 5,7

                                                                                                       According to age

30 and 

less
4,2 6,0 5,7 4,0 4,7 5,6 5,0 5,2 5,9 4,4 5,0 6,0 5,4 5,8 5,6 5,3 4,6 4,7 5,2 5,6

30 and 

more
3,7 6,3 6,0 3,8 5,1 5,9 5,1 5,1 6,2 3,8 5,0 6,3 5,2 6,3 5,3 5,2 4,6 5,0 5,9 5,9

           
                         According to education

high 3,7 6,6 6,5 3,9 5,3 5,9 5,2 5,1 6,4 4,0 5,1 6,5 5,1 6,3 5,1 5,1 4,7 4,6 5,9 6,3

no high 

educ.
4,1 5,9 5,4 3,9 4,6 5,7 4,9 5,1 5,8 4,0 4,9 5,9 5,4 5,9 5,7 5,3 4,6 5,1 5,4 5,4




